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who are we

WaX Science is composed of students and young 
professionals who work in full interdisciplinarity 
in the scope of improving the vision of science 
and gender equality in science.

Founded by two students, aude bernheim and 
Flora Vincent, in March 2013, the association is 
hyperactive thanks to 40 volunteers that have 
joined the adventure.



the issue:
stereotypes in science 

the world needs science, science needs you. 
however, science currently has a poor image 
amongst the youth. portraying science in a new 
way is making it reachable for all.

one persisting stereotype faced in science is the 
gender stereotype. gender diversity in science is 
one of our priorities. 
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our approach 

What about Xperiencing science :experimenting, 
is exploring a field beyond its clichés.

the tools: to reach our objectives, we base our-
selves on interdisciplinarity, strong collabora-
tions, continuous innovation and an entertaining 
and atypical tone.

the WaX community : the WaX community: stu-
dents, young professionals, retired, graphic desi-
gners, researchers, engineers, architects, com-
mercials, all of them put their skills to contribution 
to promote the same message: science is entertai-
ning, open and stereotype-free.

our core values:  boldness, curiosity, Diversity, 
collaboration, passion.
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our missions

an entertaining, open and stereotype-
free science.

WaX Science’s objective is to present a science 
that is different from the collective belief: the 
WaX science is fascinating, beautiful, mesmeri-
zing, creative, reachable, diverse…

diversity in science.

WaX’s second objective is to eradicate gender 
stereotypes in science. to achieve this goal, 
we wish to raise awareness but also propose 
concrete solutions to improve the situation.

our actions

the WaX website: www.wax-science.org. a web-
site to awaken curiosity, go beyond stereotypes 
in science, and map various initiatives.

1000 ambassadors:  a community of 1000 indi-
viduals to carry our values and pass on the tools 
created by the association.

collaborations: We seek as much as possible to 
work in complementarity with existing initiatives. 
We pool efforts to increase output impact and 
strike power around common projects.

WaX events: conferences, workshops,  shows, 
debates, WaX organizes  original events to fulfill 
its missions. 

WaX research: to raise awareness regarding 
stereotypes, WaX aims at improving the cur-
rent knowledge through quantitative and citi-
zen based approaches.
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our impact 

a visited website: over 10 000 unique visitors and 
50 000 visited pages in 6 months.

a message largely spread: over 25 presentations 
from the WaX Science team reaching over 5000 
individuals, and 2 conferences organized by WaX 
with more than 200 people.

a message carried out in various communities: 
WaX creates connections with partners in far apart 
niches: ngo, academics, institutions, business 
corporations, all implied in education, research, 
engineering, gender diversity, digital world, open 
access…

a successful crowd funding campaign: More than 
100 citizens have supported us for our KissKiss-
bankbank crowdfunding campaign to raise 5000 
euros. 

implementing change: the WaX study in collabora-
tion with the igeM competition has conducted orga-
nizers of the event to work on measures to include 
gender diversity in this international competition.
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prizes to recognize WaX Science’s power of innovation: 
awarded the “innovative project of the Year” by the 
center for interdisciplinary reseach and awarded with 
the “trophy for educational technologies” by educa-
tec educatice.



wax executive committee

the lead : flora & aude 

the treasury : agathe & guillaume

the art direction : alice & adrien

the project managers: camille, juliette & lucia



www.wax-science.org

concept:  

a collaborative online platform to present science 
differently.
an atypical style, a neat graphic design, original 
subjects and a mix of support materials (texts, pic-
tures, videos) are ingredients for the success.

different categories:  

the website presents an eclectic vision of science 
through its numerous categories.

to explore science borders (arts and science, an 
eye of the world, gallery) 

to discover actors and actresses of science in their 
diversity (interviews, WaX the World).  

to experience science at home (citizen Science, 
experiments to do at home), to share the vision 
of WaX, discover and communicate with the WaX 
community (WaY was there, WaX card, collabora-
tive space, 1000 ambassadors)
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results

over 10000  unique visitors and 50 000 pages  seen 
in 6 months.

Young visitors: 60% of our visitors are under 30.

over 300 published articles.

two prices awarded for the website!



1000 ambassadors

concept

in partnership with the French Federation of 
Scientists and engineers, WaX wishes to create a 
community of individuals ready to spread our va-
lues around an exciting, open and stereotype free 
science. We are therefore developing tools for our 
ambassadors to empower themselves, and to le-
verage initiatives.
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different actions:

creation of a survival toolkit based on three 
phases: diagnose, communicate, create. the tool 
kit gives the first elements to understand and start 
raising awareness about stereotypes in science.

tools to go further: a bibliography is provided, 
along with small activities to raise awareness, pre-
sentations, communication materials like posters 
and videos… this all aims at supporting the three 
phases of the tool kit.

assistance to ambassadors who wish to realize and 
implement an action.

animation of the network of ambassadors through 
online support and events.
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wax events

launching party: 

built around the speech of four prestigious tan-
dems (including claudie haigneré, Delphine er-
notte-cunci, clarisse reille or François taddei), 
and original videos, this conference presented the 
main issues WaX Science wants to tackle, and the 
tools used by the association to achieve this goal.

wax workshops: 

communicating in Science, Writing without gen-
der discrimination, impact of gender stereotypes 
in science; WaX science trains and gets training 
continuously thanks to our partners, ambassa-
dors, and volunteers.
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wax games:

the goal was to organize a debate conducted by and 
for highschool students around a scientific polemic 
like “to remove or not to remove nutella” and initiate 
to web search and enhance critical spirit.

science cabaret:

at the frontier between science and art, this event was 
created to discover, celebrate, participate and create; 
scientists, artists, and over 200 participants expe-
rienced together the numerous links between the two 
worlds.
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raising awareness:

our first mission is to spread the word to as many 
people as possible. this is why we communicate 
amongst various communities with always one 
goal: raise awareness regarding stereotypes in 
science. We propose how to fight them and how 
young people can seize the subject!

who did we reach?

national level: center for interdisciplinary re-
search, Women in engineering, Women in admi-
nistration, Science Factor, L’oreal Foundation, 
connecting Women etc…

international level: Women’s Forum, igeM, crea-
tive center for collaboration
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research and innovation: 

to trigger stereotypes awareness, WaX also 
conducts studies. inherent to our scientific back-
ground and open access culture, we base our 
studies on data available on the web to highlight 
links between diversity and science

the study in partnership between igeM paris 
bettencourt team and WaX has abled us to reveal 
gender biases in the international competition in 
a quantitative manner and impulse change.
Design of smartphone apps and serious games 
are under construction in order to raise awa-
reness about stereotypes.
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collaboration

WaX has always expressed the wish to bring 
added value to existing initiatives; this is why we  
collaborate with numerous ngo and institutions 
from wide communities (cité des Sciences, Wo-
men and Science, open Knowledge Foundation, 
L’oréal foundation).

May it be through common projects (ieSF, Wo-
men in engineering, cri…), support of new asso-
ciations (emma, chimie paris tech …) or imple-
mentation of network and online agenda, we live 
through the links we build with our partners.



shoot the moon!

our future: 

Scale up our current projects.

WaX events: More workshops to raise awareness 
about gender stereotypes, collaboration with bu-
siness corporations.

WaX app : a smartphone application to raise awa-
reness about gender stereotypes in collaboration 
with emma association from epitech.

international WaX: let’s scale up!

WaX Workshops: activities to implement with the 
youth to help them understand and fight stereo-
types in science; in collaboration with Make Sense.



they support us

françois taddei françoise héritier catherine vidalclaudie haigneré
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research Director at inSerM/ Di-
rector of the center for interdisci-
plinary research.
Member of the high council for 
education.

anthropologist and ethnologist.
honorary professor at collège de 
France.

research Director and neuroscientist 
at pasteur institute.
Specialist in neuroplasticity and links 
between gender construction and 
brain.

president of the cité des sciences.
First french woman to go into Space.
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how to help?

• become a volunteer/ or become an ambassador

• participate on the website and write articles 
   or make videos!

• follow us on facebook and twitter

• support us financially!

tel
aude bernheim : +33 6 95 57 49 72
Flora Vincent : + 33 6 79 92 77 82
 
internet
waxscience@gmail.com
http://www.wax-science.fr
twitter : @waxscience  
Facebook : WaX science

address
centre de recherches interdisciplinaires
24, rue du Faubourg Saint-Jacques
75014 paris, France


